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Mumbai, in the beginning known as Bombay in English, is the capital of the Indian state of
Maharashtra. It is the most populous city in India, and the fourth most densely populated city in the
whole world, with a total metropolitan area populace of nearly 20.5 million. Along with the adjoining
urban areas, which include the cities of Navi Mumbai and Thane, it is one of the most densely
populated urban regions in the world. Mumbai lies on the west coast of India and has a deep natural
harbor.

As of 2009, Mumbai was named an Alpha whole world city. Going to Mumabi by Baroda is no longer
an issue now. Many operators offer continuous bus service from both the cities. Baroda Mumbai bus
tickets are also available online to book anytime of the day. Almost all the Baroda Mumbai buses
are always full, so it is advisable to book your ticket in the bus from Baroda to Mumbai in advance.

Mumbai is in addition the richest city in India, and has the highest GDP of any city in South, West or
Central Asia. Mumbai is the business and entertainment capital of India, it is also one of the planet's
top 10 centers of trade in terms of global financial flow, generating 5% of India's GDP, and
accounting for 30% of industrial output, 70% of maritime trade in India (Mumbai Port Trust & JNPT),
and 80% of capital transactions to India's economy.

Mumbai is home to significant financial institutions such as the Reserve Bank of India, the Bombay
Stock Exchange, the National Stock Exchange of India, the SEBI and the commercial headquarters
of countless Indian companies and multinational corporations. It houses some of India's premier
scientific and nuclear institutes and the Department of Atomic Energy. The city also houses India's
Hindi and Marathi film and the telly industry. Mumbai's business opportunities, as well as its
possible to offer a higher standard of dwelling, attract migrants from all the more than India and, in
turn, make the city a potpourri of many communities and cultures.

By taking the Baroda Mumbai bus, one can easily reach Mumbai and experience the fun and
excitement of the road trip. However, if you wish to get Baroda Mumbai bus tickets, do the online
booking early. Securing a seat just before the day of travel may become difficult on weekends or
during festive season.

Happy Traveling
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